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1. Decide secretary and agenda keeper
Dimitris Kostopoulos is going to be the secretary and Ditmar Parmeza is the agenda keeper.

2. What has to be done in:
a. Simulator
The simulator does not need any changes, since it supports all the needed functionality.

b. Database
The database does not need any changes, since it supports all the needed functionality, but maybe some
minor changes will be needed.

c. PortableBLL and DAL
Functionality for adding images when a feed is posted is missing. There are some problems in its
implementation. If the problems insist more human resources will be added. Comment made by
Pierfrancesco will be included.

d. normal BLL and DAL
Some bugs were noticed in the normal BLL, but they will be reported or fixed. Other than that the
functionality fulfills the requirements. Comment made by Pierfrancesco will be included.

e. Mobile PL
Also here the functionality is more than enough. Some exceptions should be catched and some styling will
be added. Lastly, some redirection corrections will be done.
Some details were discussed, about the proposed by the customer idea to present the mobile and the
whole project’s goal in a different way. Aneta suggested to prepare a commerciallike video in which the
functionality and the usage is seen.

f. Web PL
The functionality that currently the web has is enough. A comment was made by the group members for the
content of the right column of the main page, which was initially decided that will contain subscribed sensor
values and not sensor feed (which can be retrieved from filtering). Removing unnecessary icons from the
bars should be done. It was noticed that the search by username of the bar had some problems (did not
showed any results).
A further discussion will be made about some functionalities that are present in BLL and database (if it is on
the plan to be implemented). A list of that functionality is:
1.
2.

Save a filter (creates a custom filter by any combination of the available filters)
Use a saved filter

3.
4.
5.

Follow and unfollow sensor
Activity on the profile page
Current value of the sensor in a graphical way

g. Service
A solution is needed for passing the picture into the database (as a string). A change will be done so the
service references normal DAL. This way reusability of part of code will be achieved.

h. Testing
Trouble in testing the method get all comments from a feed (normal BLL), which is the only feature to be
implemented.
User testing also remains to be done for both applications and it will be completed before the final
presentation. It was requested from the customer so its results will give greater value to our product.

3. Problems to solve during xmas
a. Still cannot send pictures through the service

4. Activities in final phase
Testing and further improvements will be done
Commenting the code
Finalizing the functionality
Documentation: Acceptance Testing, will be send to Federico for comments (deadline 20131231 23:59)
Test Report (deadline 20140108 23:59)
Requirements document needs minor changes (deadline 20140113 23:59)
Design needs major changes (deadline 20140113 23:59)
Final project report (deadline 20140113 23:59)
Software documentation (deadline 20140113 23:59)

5. Next meeting?
30th of December is one proposed date to have the next meeting of informing each other about the state. A
poll will be made in order to choose an hour during the day for scheduling the meeting.

6. Next weeks activities

Please submit your weekly report by Sunday (22/12) and don’t forget the
HAPPINESS POLL on Monday (23/12)
The allocation in activities during the week of christmas is open in the manner that the team members can
pick up the activities that they want to contribute. For avoiding some misunderstandings or allocation in the
same activities by any chance (like fixing the same document), we should include a comment in the first
page of each document that it is currently under change. That way we can contribute in different things.

Important: Whenever a team member makes a change in a document, he should be comment the
changes that he did in the first page.

7. Other Questions / Thoughts
Pierfrancesco was not present in the meeting because he was traveling back to Italy. Mario and Tomislav
had to work overtime and therefore could not attend.
The contribution and the workload was really impressive during the last two weeks and the team members
should continue in this way till the end.

